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recent paper described the "Early History of Fou
rier Transform Spectroscopy," starting in the Fizeau-Foucault era and proceeding with the contri
butions of Michelson, Lord Rayleigh, and Rubens. One
point of interest was that most of the devices necessary for
implementing Fourier transform spectroscopy (FTS), as
we know it today, were separately available around 1910,
but never brought together. Michelson had contributed
his interferometer and the technique of spectrum recon
struction from fringe visibility. However, this was general
ly ambiguous, and in practice restricted to very simple
cases. He also built a fully specific "harmonic analyzer,"
which was well tested, but relatively little used. Rayleigh
showed that both the intensity (actually measured by Mi
chelson) and the phase of the two-beam fringe system
were required for full spectral reconstruction, but neither
of them proposed any practical way of getting that
phase—a feat that Rayleigh believed to be "extremely dif
ficult."
An important missed connection is obvious today: nei
ther Michelson nor Rayleigh ever paid any attention to the
work of Heinrich Rubens (1865-1922), then professor of
experimental physics at the University of Berlin, who from
1910 onward published interferograms indistinguishable
from modern ones and made trial-and-error reconstruc
tions of the spectra. In this primitive way, Rubens actually

Heinrich Rubens (courtesy of DDR Academy of
Sciences); Herbert Hollnagel (courtesy of MIT Museum).

had solved the phase problem and removed the ambiguity
that always plagued Michelson. Still, Rubens' grasp of the
whole issue had even more serious limitations: he never
used the mathematical formalism set up by Michelson and
Rayleigh, and did not even mention Fourier. Neither did
he propose any theoretical treatment of his own. Perhaps
his clearest failure was that he never thought of using the
Michelson analyzer, a tool far more adequate than sheer
guesswork. Consequently, while Rubens' extensive work
in the far infrared is of course still well remembered, his
gropings by interferometry were largely forgotten in the
ensuing years. By contrast, the more primitive Michelson
visibility technique remained at least piously referred to in
most textbooks.
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This explains why, when FTS took off for good in the
1950s under the impulsions of Fellgett and Jacquinot,
Michelson, not Rubens, was treated as the pioneer. From
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and corresponds to 10.46 µm of path-difference. Today
we see immediately that this was adequate for sampling a
spectrum down to λmin=20.92 μm, and indeed correct
for the spectral range Rubens was interested in: the lowest
wavelength in the reconstructions in 40 μm, below which
quartz attenuation is large. In other words, the spectra had
appreciable energy up to 250 c m - 1 , while the free spec
tral range was 478 c m - 1 . This means oversampling by
almost a factor of 2.
Still, Rubens and Hollnagel were aware that their beam
was contaminated by residual NIR radiation, the intensity
of which was estimated at between 2% and 20%. They
wrongly believed the effect to be merely a "uniformly in
creased intensity." Today, we see that such FIR spectra
must be perturbed through NIR aliasing; however, the ob
viously poor flatness of the plates certainly induced addi
tional damping of the interferogram at short wavelengths.
Since all the corresponding information is lost because of
the sampling, we cannot disentangle the situation.
Unlike Michelson, Rubens and Hollnagel had no clear
notion of instrumental resolving power. They claimed that
" . . . the entire interference curve was obtained;... obser
vations were made as long as maxima and minima of a
sufficiently distinct character were apparent." The maxi
mum path differences Dmax were usually about 0.5 mm,
going up to 1.2 mm in a single case (that of KC1, Figs. 4
The Rubens-Hollnagel interferometric method and 5). Let us not be too hard on them: 50 years later and
more, many a fledgling Fourier spectroscopist was still
All the essential points of the Rubens interferometric
making exactly the same mistake by refusing to proceed
method are to be found in a 1910 paper, written in col
with a recording as soon as the fringes had collapsed
laboration with an American disciple, Herbert Hollnagel,
down to the noise level. On the other hand (as stressed in
whose Ph.D. thesis, submitted in the same year, gives very
Ref.1), the authors well understood the luminosity advan
interesting additional information. The technique was
tage of their device compared to a slit spectrometer. They
used solely within the quartz transmission window, above
used circular apertures small enough to make finite solid40 (µm. Reproductions of the drawings of the instrument,
angle corrections unnecessary in the present study.
and of the original interferograms and reconstructed spec
tra, are to be found in earlier papers. The residual rays
An extrapolated zero path-difference (ZPD) intensity
produced from four to eight successive reflections at about
was always used, since the " . . . observations were not
30° incidence on samples of NaCl, KCl, KBr, and KI. The
reliable until the air layer attained a thickness of 5 to 10
source was a Welsbach burner, the receiver a "microradio
μm." The difficulty disappears with a Michelson-type in
meter" (i.e., the combination of a thermocouple and gal
terferometer, which could have been built just as easily
vanometer). To reduce the effect of NIR radiation, read
with the two available quartz plates, but there did not
ings were taken by opening and closing an NaCl shutter.
seem to be any point: the role of ZPD intensity in provid
The interferometer was what we would call today a verying continuum level was not understood. The relationship
low finesse variable-path Fabry-Perot interferometer, with
with Michelson's technique is mentioned only in a rather
two uncoated quartz plates.
vague footnote.
In each case, we are shown the original interferogram, a
The fringe analysis technique is wholly empirical and
reconstructed spectrum, and a synthetic interferogram
based on an obvious analogy: " . . . one is forcibly im
computed from this spectrum. No recording device being
pressed by the similarity these curves bear to the graphs
used, all curves are hand-interpolated between the mea
obtained by mechanically recording sound beats." The au
sured samples, which are shown on the figures. No reason
thors start from the assumption that in all cases their "in
is given for the sampling-interval choice, which is simply
terference curves" can be considered as the sums of at
equal to one division on the drum-head of the main screw,
most two exponentially and equally damped sine-waves;
5

the recollections of early FTS workers, it is clear that one
prime reason for the general skepticism about FTS poten
tial expressed at the time was that the great Michelson
himself had never been able to get an unambiguous result.
How completely had the Rubens achievement been misun
derstood and forgotten!
Here, we ask the specific question: how good were the
Rubens' spectral reconstructions from his "interference
curves"? Most of these were Fourier-transformed at the
Royal Observatory Edinburgh with modern devices; an
additional test was performed at the South Kensington
Science Museum with Michelson's own harmonic analyz
er.
A second question is: how well do Rubens' spectra
compare with his own later grating results and with mod
ern ones? The problems Rubens was mostly interested in
were those of the Reststrahlen from reflections on halide
crystals, and of water vapor absorption. Of course, plenty
of far more accurate work has since been performed on
the same subjects; still, we did not find in the literature
data taken under sufficiently similar conditions. Hence,
some new spectra were generated with a modern FTS
spectrometer at the Laboratoire d'Infra-Rouge Lointain of
the Faculte des Sciences de Nancy.
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this means that the spectrum contains only two equalwidth resonance peaks. Then the analysis becomes rather
simple: it is carried in part by trial-and-error and based
solely on the measurements of fringe maxima/minima in
tensities and positions. Rubens and Hollnagel argue that
in this way they are able to locate correctly the two un
equal peaks generally found in the spectra.

later one. Indeed, the amount of labor required must have
been discouraging; the Lipson-Beevers strips (with which
student Fellgett was to make his first similar calculations)
were introduced only in 1936.
1

1

Last attempts
11-13

In the next papers about Reststrahlen, Hollnagel,
back in the States, is no longer involved. There was no
change in the interferometric technique itself, but Rubens
Enter Hollnagel
systematically studied the effect of water vapor absorp
The modern reader sees that Rubens had at this point
tion: water bands (seen by him as lines) had been responsi
achieved a fundamental advance over Michelson, which
ble for the puzzling splittings of the peaks. He carefully
neither he nor anybody else ever stressed. And, as we
dried most of the air path, and the results began to look
show, he was essentially correct in his claim. However, he
roughly like modern ones.
could have done considerably better if he had paid any
Other problems were also studied. In a collaboration
attention to the ideas found in his young collaborator's
with R.W. Wood, he sought to present and test a new
"Inaugural-Dissertation". Hollnagel states that the "allway of isolating FIR radiation, the well-remembered fo
gemeinen Fourierschen Satz" (the universal Fourier theo
cal-isolation method. The very short interferograms (re
rem) provides the general solution. Starting from the inter
produced in Ref. 1, Fig. 13) showed that a single peak was
ferogram F(x), he writes that "die gesuchte Intensität,"
now involved. However, Rubens was able to prove, again
(i.e. the spectrum), will be given by
through a careful analysis of the maxima/minima posi
tions, that the shape was asymetrical. He started from an
assumed spectrum, cut the profile into elementary strips,
computed the sine-wave contribution of each, and com
This simple and fundamental result had never been seen pared their sum to the original interferogram. In this ultralow resolution case (18 samples), it seems likely that the
by Michelson nor Rayleigh, who dealt purely with the
labor involved in carrying out a true FT would have been
narrow-range case and introduced approximations. Fur
less.
Rubens and Wood also introduced a pregnant modifi
thermore, Hollnagel also realizes that numerical computa
cation
of the interferometric technique: to eliminate leadtion can do the trick; he writes the expression for the spec
screw
errors, they used sodium light and counted 20
trum in sampled form as
fringes between samples (maximum path difference was
here too low for appreciable loss of visibility due to the
double nature of the D-line).
14
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where x = Δx . n. He appears to have made at least one
attempt at carrying out the full calculation, and was
pleased by the good agreement between the previous re
sults and his new ones. Unfortunately, these are not
shown, and we are left in some doubt as to how far Holl
nagel actually proceeded. In his most fully described rocksalt interferogram, there are 71 samples; to get his full
spectrum, he would have had to perform 71 = 5041
products etc..., which seems a bit hard to believe. How
ever, he did not know about free spectral range, and it is
more likely that he computed only a few spectral points
near the peaks; this should have been enough for claiming
agreement with the older results.
What is certain, however, is that Rubens was totally
unimpressed. The whole effort probably appeared to him
as the mere flourishes of a student showing off his mathe
matical knowledge, and not a word about it (or the Fouri
er transform) appears in the published joint paper or any
10
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In a collaboration with von Baeyer which started in
1911,
Rubens next extended the FIR range (his main
goal at the time) by introducing a new source: the quartzmercury lamp. Rubens was dismayed by the complex na
ture of the problem: "The interference curves . . . showed
very irregular character." For simplifying interferograms
to the utmost, spectral range was reduced with a black
cardboard filter. Even so, no spectral reconstructions were
attempted any longer, and Rubens merely deduced from
the fringes a rough mean wavelength for his beam.
Obviously, at this stage, Rubens thought the only way
to progress further was to develop for the FIR the wiregrating technique he had already pushed with success up
to 33 μm. In his last relevant paper in 1920, he com
bined focal isolation with grating analysis in the range
above 50 μm; for thefirsttime,he was able to present
wide-range FIR water vapor absorption spectra. The im
pression is that at the close of his life and work in 1922,
Rubens considered the interferometer on which he had
15,16
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spent so much of the last dozen years as obsolete and not
worth any further improvement. N o student or colleague
was to pursue his work in Germany; an aborted attempt
by Hollnagel will be mentioned later.

Rubens interferograms transformed with a
digital computer
The orginally recorded data are known in numerical
form in only one case: that of a 71-sample interferogram
from 8 reflections on rocksalt. Three independent mea
surements are given by Hollnagel, readings being given to
the nearest tenth of a millimetre (on a scale at unspecified
distance). From these, we easily compute (Hollnagel did
not) the ratio of peak-to-peak deflection-near-ZPD over
mean-RMS-fluctuation. This is equal to 40, which gives
some idea of noise (not in any fundamental sense) in the
Rubens data.

FIGURE 2. KI spectrum (from Ref. 6, Fig. 6 beta). A: Ru
bens spectrum; G: cosine transform; C: corresponding
ILS (48 samples, Dmax=502 μm).
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In all other cases, we have only the published curves;
hence, enlarged Xerox reproductions were digitized, to a
precision of 0.005 inch, on a Tektronix 4662 interactive
digital plotter linked to a Commodore 8032 microcom
puter. The intensities of the samples only were used, since
the Rubens hand-interpolated curve has no precise mean
ing. The abscissae (path-differences) did not have to be
measured on the plots: they are known from the sampling

FIGURE 1. NaCl spectrum (from Ref. 6, Fig. 3 alpha; in
terferogram and spectrum reproduced in Ref. 1, Fig. 11).
A: Rubens-reconstructed spectrum here plotted twice.
B1: power transform; B2: cosine transform after phase
correction, both from the same 60 samples with 10.5
μm spacing and Dmax = 680 μm; C: ILS (cosine trans
form, with base-width 15 cm-1) for the same Dmax.

FIGURE 3. KBr spectrum (from Ref. 6, Fig. 5 alpha). A:
Rubens spectrum; B: cosine transform; C: correspond
ing ILS (62 samples, Dmax= 648μm).

FIGURE 4. KC1 spectrum (from Ref. 6, Fig. 4; interfero
gram and spectrum reproduced in Ref. 1, Fig. 11). A:
Rubens spectrum; B: cosine transform; C: correspond
ing ILS (120 samples; Dmax= 1255 μm). Below: with
apodization ; above: without.
20
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process. The Rubens FP-type interferometer is wholly ach
romatic; however, since the set of equidistant samples
does not start from ZPD and the position of the first sam
ple is not known to us, the Mertz phase correction proce
dure was used. The result is then nearly equivalent to
that of a cosine FT performed on an even interferogram
sampled exactly at ZPD. However, since the ZPD intensi
ty is largely the result of guesswork, the baseline of all
spectra is obviously unreliable. In some cases, power
transforms were also computed. All computing was per
formed on the same microcomputer, using a fast Fourier
transform routine in ROM capable of transforming an in
terferogram, zero-packed to 512 samples, in 10 sec.
Figures 1 to 4 correspond to the Rubens-Hollnagel re
sults. In each case, our FT-computed spectra extend over
the full wavenumber scale, while the Rubens-reconstruct
ed ones cover only a fraction. Since these had been origi
nally plotted with a linear wavelength scale, they were sys
tematically digitized, inverted, and replotted on the same
wavenumber scale as our own FT traces.
19

formed with the same interferometer. The great success of
modern FTS can be understood as arising from the combi
nation of the two Michelsonian goals: we get accurate
spectral profiles and wavelengths at the same time. Here,
Rubens at least showed the way.
Lastly, in all cases, the actual spectra were less simple
than believed by Rubens—they do not reduce to just one
or two peaks. Merely from these tests, it is hard to say
how much of the background is real. Figure 4 shows that
most of the small ripples disappear on apodized spectra,
which are certainly more reliable, while the unapodized
ones approach more closely the Rubens linewidths.
20

Rubens interferograms transformed with
Michelson's harmonic analyzer

A full description of Michelson's harmonic analyzer is
found in the Michelson and Stratton 1898 paper. This
analyzer is a mechanical analog computer able to treat a
set of 80 discrete samples and plot as a continuous curve
either the sine or cosine transform, in two successive oper
ations. The system has 80 parallel channels, the workings
Guesswork against computers
of which we shall not try to explain. Let us only describe
input (here intensity versus path-difference), and output
Afirstimportant point is illustrated by Fig. 1. Our pow
(intensity versus wavenumber): the first is introduced by
er transform does not fit the Rubens spectra as well as the
individually
adjusting the lengths of 80 oscillating levers,
cosine transform. This result is not surprising—Rubens
and
the
second
is the displacement of a writing pen, while
knew approximately his ZPD position, and implicitly
the
perpendicular
translation of a paper chart is propor
made use of it in his reconstruction, by adding cosine
tional
to
the
frequency.
waves with the same phase at the corresponding point.
However, even with the cosine transforms, our resolution
Operation of the analyzer is through rotation of a large
is still not as good as Rubens', which is again to be expect crank, and the operator watches the spectrum being
ed—our FT spectra must be thought of as resulting from a
traced, starting at zero wave-number, just as he could with
convolution between the true Reststrahlen spectrum and
a digital computer using the classical FT algorithm. Here
an instrumental line shape; this ILS has been here comput the spectrum is not given in sampled form, but we under
ed in the standard manner, by taking the cosine FT of a
stand easily that it cannot contain more than 80 spectral
cosine wave truncated at the actual Rubens Dmax, here
elements.
680 urn. However, the same does not hold for the Ru
The original instrument (pictured in Ref. 1) is displayed
bens-reconstructed spectrum, which was derived by the
at the Smithsonian Museum in Washington D.C., where
entirely different process offittingsums of cosine waves to
ourfirsttrials were made. These were not fully satisfactory
the original recording; the maximum path difference
because some of the 80 geared wheels had become loose,
played no explicit role.
and it proved impossible to fix them during the limited
available time. A second analyzer, made by the Gaertner
Thus, Rubens was actually practicing deconvolution of
firm in Chicago, is at the South Kensington Science Muse
a kind. In all cases, we do find his peaks distinctly narrow
um. This is an almost exact copy of the first, with some
er than ours; we should, nevertheless, refrain from accus
minor improvements. It was acquired in 1904 and there is
ing him of overestimating his resolving power: he simply
no question that, when Hollnagel began his work two
did not know about it, and acted, notwithstanding, in an
years later, Rubens could have bought one of these com
essentially correct manner.
mercially made machines, had he understood their rele
Second point: Rubens wasfindingreasonably accurate
vance to his problem.
center wavelength for his peaks. Michelson had been un
able to obtain this result from fringe visibilities; his abso
At South Kensington, wefirstperformed a few of the
lute measurements of wavelengths (on simple symmetrical
fairly convincing simple tests illustrated by Michelson
lines) were an entirely separate operation, even when per
himself (e.g., on square waves, delta functions, etc.), with
21
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comparable results (Fig. 5). One of our transforms of a
Rubens interferogram is next given on Fig. 6. In this case,
the game is no longer to get the most accurate possible
results, but to simulate an operation that Rubens could
reasonably be expected to have understood and per
formed at the time—perhaps after getting in touch with
Michelson. Requesting them to have anticipated the Mertz
process would be a bit nasty on our part. Hence, we
simply used the hand-interpolated Rubens curves and
measured intensities for a new set of samples starting ap
proximately at ZPD with the same sampling interval as
the orginal ones, and used the Michelson analyzer in the
cosine-FT mode. Next, as a check, exactly the same opera
tion (from these identical samples) was made by comput
ing the numerical cosine FT.
19

FIGURE 6. KBr spectrum. Below: our cosine FT (similar
to that of Fig. 3 but not strictly identical, because sam
pling is different). Above: harmonic analyzer curve (digi
tized and replotted for accurate scaling in both X and
Y). Range limited to 300 cm—1 merely because of insuf
ficient length of paper-chart holder. Accuracy limited in
part by crude improvised device for adjusting not-veryaccessible input levers; a well-practiced operator should
have done better.

Only the first 50 out of the available 80 channels were
needed to enter the full curves, which Rubens had oversampled by a factor of two to start with. Hence, there was
capacity to spare—as shown by comparing with Fig. 5, the
analyzer could have generated spectra with about four
times more spectral elements. As to accuracy, the differ
ences with the modern transforms remain small compared
to the various uncertainties (water vapor absorption, etc.)
Rubens had to contend with. As they stand, these results
prove that the device would have been more than ade
quate for treating his original data.

Rubens interferometric spectra compared with
his own grating spectra and modem results
Here we make use of some of the later papers of Rubens
and colleagues. We are no longer primarily concerned with
his method for treating the interferograms (which did not
improve), but with the spectra themselves. How much of a
check did he get from his own 1920 grating results, and
are we in a position to say anything more today?

FIGURE 7. Focal-isolation experiment for Auer mantle
source. Above: A: Rubens & Wood 1911 reconstructed
spectrum (Ref. 14, Fig. 2 and 4) with 2 mm-thick inter
ferometer plates. B: our cosine transform (apodized, 18
samples). C: Rubens 1920 grating spectrum (from Ref.
18, Fig. 2, dashed curve at lower left; minor irregular
ities here are due to very small scale oftheRubens
drawing). Wire grating with 2 mm period; spectrometer
focal length 10 cm, slit width 4.3 mm. Additional 7
mm-thick quartz plate reduces higher-order energy, and
FIGURE 5. South-Kensington Museum harmonic-analyzermakes this particular curve the one most comparable to
test (photographic reproduction of actual pen trace). Cointerferometer results. Below: Same source etc., but with
sine FT of 80-sample even square-wave starting at ZPD. higher resolution. C: Rubens grating spectrum (Ref. 18,
Fig. 3 right with1mm-periodgrating, slit width not giv
Analyzer has no provision for feeding the ZPD point,
en); broad hump at 160 cm-1 probably due to overlap
hence horizontal pentrace gives the X direction but does
ping
higher orders. B: our cosine transform (of Rubens
not correspond to specific Y level. Zero frequency given
curve
23, Fig. 13 in Ref. 12). No Rubens-reconstruction
by vertical trace at left. Harmonics 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 are
is
available.
seen.
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should not be expected (and the same is true for the next
figures) for several reasons: First, the quartz thicknesses
are never the same; second, grating efficiency varies
strongly across the range, and there is clearly some over
lapping of higher orders. However, as shown by Figs. 7
and 8, there is a reasonable agreement about the water line
positions, which Rubens was pleased to note, despite what
he already calls "the greater difficulty of interferometer
w o r k . " A modern FTS water vapor spectrum taken at
Nancy gives an additional check.
18

FIGURE 8. Same as Fig. 7, but with quartz-mercury
lamp. C (large dashes): Rubens grating spectrum (Ref.
18, Fig. 7A), 2-mm grating. G (full): cosine transform of
a Rubens-von Baeyer interferogram (Ref. 16, Fig. 4, be
low); no Rubens reconstruction provided. D (small
dashes): Nancy FT spectrum of water vapor absorption
taken under comparable but not strictly identical condi
tions (Dmax = 700 μm; air path 140 cm; 85% humid
ity). Unlike in all the Rubens plots, this is true absorp
tion (background taken out by ratioing).

Indeed, for Rubens, the situation was exactly the reverse
of the one we are familiar with today. Because he re
mained unable to unravel broad-band interferograms, he
had stumbled upon water lines one-at-a-time, whenever
they happened to split one of his Reststrahlen peaks. For
the latest and most complex interferograms (e.g., those
used in Figs. 7 and 8), he had provided a qualitative dis
cussion but no spectrum plot. N o w a single grating scan
gave him everything of interest across a wide range: one of
his spectra, with the mercury-quartz source and a 2 mm
period grating, extends from about 40 to 400 μm. For
him, grating spectroscopy was much faster—and simpler.
Our comparisons show that with Michelson's analyzer, he
would have been able to unravel the whole complex water
absorption problem at a single shot as early as 1910.

The Reststrahlen spectra situation is largely explained
by Figs. 9 and 10. When Rubens returned to the subject in
1913, he was enclosing most of the air path in a dried
box. We see from Fig. 9 that the splitting of the N a C l peak
vanished in this way; only a shoulder remained due to
residual H2O, which Rubens understood well enough.
However, in the case of K B r (Fig. 10) he was unable to
explain the persistent central dip; we see today that it must
have been due to selective absorption of quartz. Rubens
was simultaneously studying the FIR spectra of many sub
stances, particularly quartz, but he was quite unable to
FIGURE 9. NaCl Reststrahlen spectrum. A (large dashes):
discover such narrow features because his technique was
Latest Rubens reconstruction (Ref. 13, Fig. 4, curve 6A);
too coarse. He was simply plotting transmission (or reflec
four reflections again, but most of the air path is dried
tion) coefficients by using the Reststrahlen from previously
out. B(full): our cosine transform from corresponding
studied crystals as crudely monochromatic beams. Even
interferogram (Ref. 12, Fig. 3, curve 6), 53 samples,
when he later perfected his grating spectrometer, his reso
Dmax = 554 μm. Roughly the same right-shoulder is
lution remained too low. Because of energy limitations, he
seen on A and B. C (small dashes): Nancy FT spectrom
had to use very wide slits. Again, we see that with his
eter result; same Dmax; only one reflection was used,
interferometer and Michelson's analyzer, he would have
but the result has been elevated to the fourth power.
fared much better.
12
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Rubens himself did not attempt any systematic compar
ison. We never see in his papers one grating and one inter
ferometer spectrum of the same source and beam plotted
side by side. Hence, we have to do it for him. Figure 7
compares broad-band very-low resolution spectra of fo
cal-isolated beams. A n accurate match of intensities
12
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If Rubens had understood Michelson
Rewriting history after introducing a hindsight-wisdom
artifact is a dangerous game, the results of which must be
taken with a grain of salt. Even so, the first part of our
conclusion looks reasonably safe: if, after publication of

found an entirely new field of use and was well worth a
new effort. He had written in 1 8 9 8 " . . . it would be
feasible to increase the number of elements to several hun
dred or even to a thousand." Based on our experience, this
proposal does not appear too unrealistic, with qualifica
tions: a more convenient way of input adjustment would
have been required, together with an electric motor (or
steam engine!) to turn the crank. Next, since Michelson
had also written that "among the methods which ap
peared most promising were additions of fluid pressures,
elastic and other forces, and electric currents," we can
imagine a Michelson-built electro-mechanical analog
computer, which could at least have pointed the way to
the future better than the purely mechanical one.
21

FIGURE 10. KBr spectrum (same remarks as Fig. 9). A
(large dashes): Rubens reconstruction (Ref. 15, Fig. 8,
Here we enter more hazardous ground. At the time (and
curve 12A). B (full): our cosine transform (from Ref.12,
even
much later ), Michelson was still smarting over the
Fig. 7, curve 12). C (small dashes): selective absorption
demise
of his fringe visibilities for atomic-line analysis—
of 2mm of quartz (normal to the axis) at 300 K, repro
Fabry-Perot
spectrograms were so much handier! Howev
duced from Fig. 1 in .
er, from the Rubens work, he would have instantly fath
omed that the phase problem had found a practical solu
the Rubens-Hollnagel 1910 paper, somebody had noticed
tion, and so would have Lord Rayleigh. Here was the way
the relevance of Michelson's analyzer, it could have been
to vengeance: by doing with his interferometer as-it-stood
immediately applied by Rubens to his already collected
s t r i c t l y what Rubens and Wood had done with theirs, i.e.,
data, with results identical to those we have presented
sampling intensities (not visibilities) at precisely equidis
here. And why not by Hollnagel, who was still interested?
tant points, and treating the results with his analyzer as-itThree brief notes show that he attempted to pursue the
stood, he could produce hyperfine structures with 80 spec
interferometric work begun with Rubens, and realized the
tral elements, i.e., do vastly better than finesse-limited FP
need and feasibility of higher resolution: "I have deemed
recordings. He would as a matter of course have substitut
interesting to attempt to push the curves a considerable
ed the red cadmium line for the sodium one, and used
amount further . . . " N o results were to be published,
coincidences to avoid counting the large number of fringes
nothing is known of the interferometer he seems to have
between samples required to reach high resolution.
built, and he dropped the subject. Possibly, the war being
ended, Hollnagel resumed communication with Berlin,
At this point, let us get back to Earth. For Michelson,
and learned that his old master had abandoned interfer
no conceptual difficulty would have been involved, and it
ometry.
is even plausible that he would have indeed performed this
27
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Next, it is likely that just by playing with all those le
vers, Rubens would have obtained at least an empirical
understanding of the relationship between maximum path
difference and resolution, and sampling interval and free
spectral range. Which means that by increasing the said
interval to about 40 μm and using all 80 levers, he could
have reached Dmax = 3.2 mm and a resolution of about 3
c m - 1 . This is distinctly better than he would do in 1920
with the grating; moreover, the serious overlapping-of-or
ders difficulty vanishes. Clearly, the urge to perfect grating
spectrometers would have been much less strong. We can
fancy that the subsequent history of at least FIR spectros
copy might have been quite different.

If Michelson knew about Rubens
Simultaneously, Michelson would have realized that his
well-beloved analyzer, sadly shelved at the time, had

outlined test, just for the fun of beating (by a large factor)
his French competitors. However, far too much skill and
labor would have been involved. Even if the principle had
been demonstrated, the method could not possibly have
become routine before the advent of photocells and elec
tronic counting devices. Moreover, as argued in Ref. 1,
discovery of the multiplex advantage could not have been
understood. Altogether, it is most rightly that today we
speak of the Fellgett-Jacquinot advantages, not of the R u 
bens-Hollnagel ones, which is no valid excuse for forget
ting their names in this context.
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